Volume and free energy of folding for troponin C C-domain: linkage to ion binding and N-domain interaction.
Troponin C (TnC) is an 18-kDa acidic protein of the EF-hand family that serves as the trigger for muscle contraction. In this study, we investigated the thermodynamic stability of the C-domain of TnC in all its occupancy states (apo, Mg (2+)-, and Ca (2+)-bound states) using a fluorescent mutant with Phe 105 replaced by Trp (F105W/C-domain, residues 88-162) and (1)H NMR spectroscopy. High hydrostatic pressure was employed as a perturbing agent, in combination with urea or without it. On the basis of changes in Trp emission, the C-domain apo state was denatured by pressure (in the range of 1-1000 bar) in the absence of urea. The fluorescence data were corroborated by following the changes in the (1)H NMR signal of Histidine 128. Addition of Ca (2+) or Mg (2+) increased the C-domain stability so that complete denaturation was attained only by the combined use of high hydrostatic pressure and either 7-8 M or 1.5-2 M urea, respectively. The (1)H NMR spectra in the presence of Ca (2+) was typical of a highly structured protein and allowed us to follow the changes in the local environment of several amino-acid residues as a function of pressure at 4 M Urea. Different residues presented different volume changes, but those that are in the hydrophobic core portrayed values very similar to that obtained for tryptophan 105 as measured by fluorescence, indicating that it is indeed a good probe for the overall tertiary structure. From these experiments, we calculated the thermodynamic parameters (Delta G degrees atm and Delta V) that govern the folding of the C-domain in all its possible physiological states and constructed a thermodynamic cycle. Furthermore, a comparison of the volume and free-energy changes of folding of isolated C-domain with those of intact TnC (F105W) revealed that the N-domain has little effect on the structure of the C-domain, even in the presence of Ca (2+). The volume and free-energy diagrams reveal a landscape of different conformations from the less structured, denatured apo form to the highly structured, Ca (2+)-bound form. The large change in folding free energy of the C-domain that takes place when Ca (2+) binds may explain the much higher Ca (2+) affinity of sites III and IV, 2 orders of magnitude higher than the affinity of sites I and II.